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ABSTRACT : Wavelet processing is a set of sequence used in special processing.The sequence refers to estimating the basic
wavelet enwrapped with the seismogram, designing a shaping filter to transform the estimated wavelet to desired form, usually a
broad band zero phase wavelet and finally applying the wavelet to the seismic input.. There are two broad categories of wavelet
estimation methods first deterministic and second statistical. Former category of methods require well data which is not available
often in a new exploratory area limiting usage of the method. Recently the later method is gaining advantage over former method
because of its versatility to yield reliable wavelet estimate from seismic data set alone.These methods make use of amplitude and
phase spectra of seismic traces’ volume to extract plausible mixed phase wavelet.The algorithm in the statistical wavelet estimation
method used here is application of high order non- zero moments.The application of high order moment functions retains phase
information and extracts mixed phase wavelet with the assumption that the reflectivity follows near-Gaussian to non-Gaussian,
stationary and statistically random distibution.The paper demonstrates a few examples of wavelet extraction utilizing the alogrithm
and their correlated sections to appreciate value addition over normal processed sections of Kunjban-Bamutia area in Tripura.

INTRODUCTION

The erosional relics / paleogeomorphtc highs mapped
in the eastern part of Sundulbari - Tichna structures hold
fairly good hydrocarbon prospect in view of the discovery of
commercial quantity of gas from Middle- Upper Bhuban and
Bokabil Formations. It has attracted the attention of
geoscientists to explore northwards possibility of
hydrocarbons in the geo- morphic features. In view of above,
a dozen seismic profiles were sorted and put up for
reprocessing and wavelet processing in Regional Computer
Center, O.N.G.C., Jorhat.The seismic data set was handled in
IBM -RS6000/SP-3 loaded with Geovecteur software. A few
representative wavelet processed sections are presented in
the paper for evaluation of effectiveness of the process with
reference to old sections. The observations in this regard
will be discussed at a later stage in an appropriate section.The
reprocessing sequence and allied schematic diagrams are given
in the paper to make the gamut of wavelet processing lucid
and user friendly.

Statistical approach in deconvolution are based upon
statistical information about reflectivity series to separate the
wavelet from the seismogram. In this approach, as number of
unknowns are more than knowns, the usual assumption is
that the reflectivity is stationary and statistically independent
random process. It is industry practice these days that decon-
volution methods in vogue are based on second- order
statistics and minimum phase assumption. In 1982 Lii and
Rosenblatt published a third–order frequency domain method

for estimating wavelet phase from the bispectrum of data.
Since then many attempts have made dent in third and fourth–
order estimation in both time (cumulant) and frquency
(polyspectral) domains.

This paper brings into play the usage of high-order
statistics in particular fourth–order moments and its efficacy
in wavelet estimation, in turn, improved definition of seismic
events in wavelet processed stacks.

BACKGROUND

Cumulants are high order moments. The ith order
cumulant of a zero mean process is computed from the
simultaneous correlation of i copies of a trace using i-1 relative
lags .e.g.,
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where (y(n),n=1,2,……,N) represents data sequence.
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It is not present in the lower order cumulants in zero
mean process.All information is contained in the intervals
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interest. The seismic trace as a convolutional model is given
as follows:

           L-a
y(n) = Σh (j)r(n-j)+b(n) (3)
            j=1-a

where
y(n) = the observed zero mean seismic data;
a = the wavelet sample at origin time;
h(j) = a moving average (MA)wavelet of length L
r(n) = reflectivity;
b(n) = random noise.

In terms of expected values rather than sample values
in eq.(1) and y(n) replaced with the help of eq.(3) one gets
Bartlett-Brillinger-Rosenblatt formula
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where * is convolution in three dimensions and
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In the limit of an infinite amount of data c4
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becomes an impulse of amplitude δr known as Kurtosis given
by
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the additive noise is having Gaussian distribution.The eq. (4)
takes the form
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It suggests that fourth- order cumulant of the data
provides an estimate of the fourth order moment function of
the wavelet within a scale factor .The wavelet can now be
estimated from the fourth- order moment function using eq.(5).

As per eqs. (4) and (7) the cumulant is modeled as
the fourth –order moment function of the wavelet plus the
additive noise. M
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estimate.This way computation moves a step ahead down the
gradient towards new wavelet estimate which is closer in match
to the modeled cumulant.This method is reiterated 500-1000
times bringing the terminal changes in the wavelet to be
minimal.The descent direction vector on the gradient at
iteration i is assumed δh and the step size as a providing
wavelet vector at i+1

hi+1=hi + αδh  (9)

While converting the triple sum over t
1
, t

2
 and t

3
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single sum over j the eq.(8) takes the following form
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where

a (j) = ΣΓ(j, k) δh(k) (11)

and Γ(j) is the gradient of fourth order moment with
respect to ith iteration wavelet vector hi. The gradient .Γ(j) is
given by

.Γ(j, k) = ∂ M
4 h

(j)/∂h(k) (12)

Substituting expression of M
4 h

(j) from eq.(10) to
eq.(8) and minimizing w.r.t. a gives the step size

          Σζ (j)a (j)
              jα=  —————  (13)
         Σa (j)2

             j

where current error ζ (j) at jth lag is given by
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Thus the steepest descent direction with respect to
wavelet is given by

δh(k) = Σ .Γ(j, k) ζ (j) (15)

METHODOLOGY

The section can be divided into two parts (i)
conditioning of the seismic data set to take on the rigour of
wavelet extraction rightly termed as pre- processing (ii) wavelet
processing.

Pre-processing

Much care is exercised in the preprocessing of
profiles undertaken for wavelet processing. Since editing to
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migration the sequences are to be applied in such a way that
each step contributes to maximization of S/N ratio
(Refer:Figure1). True Amplitude recovery is applied using
correct exponent by selecting the term from amplitude decay
curve. REFOR (Time Gain Function) of 1.8 has worked
satisfactorily in this data set. A panel of various TRITA
(Predictive Deconvolution) parameters are tested to cancel
noise and multiples.The operator length of 240 ms. and
prediction distance of 2 ms. were chosen as deconvolution
parameters alongwith 0.1% white noise. Once the
deconvolution gathers are obtained velocity analysis is
carried out with the help of VESPA (Velocity Analysis
Computation & Composite Plotting) module and Velcom
survey .The normal move out (NMO) velocity corresponding

Wavelet Processing an Aid in Revelation of Obscured Subsurface

to maximum semblance is chosen in velocity spectrum and it’s
accuracy is cross checked by its application on hodograph to
see whether the events are flattened or not.If the events are
not flattened with this velocity another velocity is picked
reiteratively until the hodograph is flattened by it’s application.
The process is repeated in the complete time window and at
regular trace interval to complete the seismic profile.Velocity
analysis was performed at every 500 M interval. Wherever
situation demanded in locales of inerest in exploration point
of view the velocity analysis was carried out at 250 M interval.
Residual statics was applied in a window having significant
reflections, normally 600- 3000 ms. DMO was applied to
partially migrate the event along the dip. The velocity analysis
on DMO gathers helped in accurate stacking of the gathers.
Random noise attenuation of the data was applied to enhance
S/N ratio to effectively migrate the events and avoid unwanted
smiles.

Wavelet processing

The module WVEST computes an estimate of seismic
wavelet using fourth- order cumulant matching as described
in last section.The processing job is divided in five stages (i)
estimation of zero phase wavelet from input migrated stack
(Refer: Figure 2a). (ii) estimation of zero phase wavelet from 90
degree phase rotated traces’ input migrated stack (Refer: Figure
2b) (iii) rotation of zero phase wavelet by 90 degrees (Refer :
Figure 2c). (iv) evaluation of wavelet estimation for quality

GEOMETRY AND TRACE HEADER UPDATING

DEMULTIPLEXING

TRUE AMPLITUDE RECOVERY

EDITING OF FIELD DATA      

REVERSE CORRECTION

FIELD STATICS APPLICATION

DECONVOLUTION

EQUALISATION:   SINGLE WINDOW

VELOCITY ANALYSIS-I

RESIDUAL STATICS

VELOCITY ANALYSIS-II

DIP MOVE OUT

VELOCITY ANALYSIS-III

Figure 1: Flow chart of pre-processing Figure 2 : Flow chart for wavelet estimation and rotation
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check (QC Test , Refer:Figure 3) and (v) correlation of zero
phase wavelet with input migrated stack (Refer: Figure 3&4).
The stages (i )and (ii) of wavelet processing can be executed
concurrently (Refer: Figure 2a & 2b). In the first stage a wavelet
length k is selected to initialize the wavelet estimation using
the steepest descent solution algorithm as described above
in the last section .It computes the fourth order moment with
the help of eq.(5) and calculates errors ζ (j)using eq.(14). It
further provides δh the steepest descent direction using
eq.(15). It computes the linearized error perturbations a ( j )

with the help of eq.(11). Eq.(13) is of use in the calculation of
step size α . With this all components of new wavelet estimation
are ready to be used in the eq. (9). In case wavelet changes,
the next iteration begins with computation of fourth – order
moment again and reiteration continues until wavelet stabilizes
or the given number of iteration exhaust. Once the extracted
wavelet is estimated it’s phase is rotated by 90 degree and it is
compared with extracted wavelet of 90 degree phase rotated
traces’ input. These extracted wavelets should match with a
time shift (Refer:Figure 3).In real seismic data set situations it

Wavelet Processing an Aid in Revelation of Obscured Subsurface

Figure 3:  Evaluation of wavelet and its correlation with migrated stack.
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After velocity analysis a pass of residual statics
helped to boost up S/N ratio.Velocity analysis after a pass of
residual statics is effected to upgrade the velocities and
revalidate the model to run one more pass of residual
statics.The second and final pass of residual statics
compensates for remaining correction in statics.Once the
section is corrected for statics with the help of residual statics,
it is subjected to routine DMO and Migration processing steps
as a pre-processing requirement.

The excessive length of wavelet requires extra
computational time loading resources of machine. Normally,
to begin with a wavelet length of 100 - 200 ms. is reasonable
covering a range of energy sources.The fourth- order cumulant
algorithm is quite robust in this respect.

The fourth-order cumulant wavelet estimation
method is found sensitive to probability distribution
function(PDF) of the reflectivity series.The accuracy of
wavelet estimation degrades with the PDF varying from non-
Gaussian to Gaussian having zero Kurtosis. The repetitive
execution of WVEST program to qualify for QC Test indicates
that for successful estimation of wavelet sufficient amount of
data consistent with the stationary wavelet model is required.

Wavelet Processing an Aid in Revelation of Obscured Subsurface

Figure 4: Flow chart for correlation of zero phase with the migrated
stack.

is observed that these two extracted wavelets do not match at
times. Parameters like selection of traces, sliding of time
windows and number of iteration require change before the
process of wavelet estimation is repeated . This problem is
discussed in next section..In case the extracted wavelet
estimate qualifies the QC test such a wavelet is correlated
with input migrated stack (Refer:Figure 4).

DISCUSSIONS

The experience in real data situations imply that
selection of adequate deconvolution parameter is of primeval
importance which lays foundation to improvement in
subsequent processing stages. Retention of genuine events
are to be cross checked with the help of corridor stack of VSP
data if available. Otherwise synthetic seismogram from sonic
log is also of help to tie the genuine events . In the present
reprocessing project deconvolution having operator length
240 ms . and prediction distance of 2 ms .has served the
purpose in the best manner (Refer :Figure 5). The markers of
synthetic seismogram corresponding to prominent formation
tops are matching well with the seismic events.

Figure 5: Matching of seismic events with synthetic seismogram
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Wavelet using a thousand samples is poor in nature implying
that a single trace would not suffice.The adequate number of
traces means hundreds to thousands of seismic traces.

The cumulant of seismic data with additive noise is
the sum of signal and noise cumulants. As the noise is
excessive in input seismic section the degradation of wavelet
commences because of wavelet moment fitting some of the
structure in the noise cumulant . Therefore a good data window
is chosen rich in reflections away from noise dominated
portion.The process will even fail due to poorS/N ratio in the
input. In such a situation application of moderate AGC to the
input data can often help to alter the balance between the
signal and the noise statistics (Refer:Figure 2a – DYNQU
module).

It is observed that in a data set having limited
frequency bandwidth the QC test fails. Application of strong
spectral whitening to the input data increases the limit of the
bandwith to help wavelet estimation(Refer: Figure 2a- TVDEF
module).

As discussed above the best suitable window in
terms of traces and time is chosen for wavelet extraction.
Correlation by thus extracted zero phase wavelet with the
input section delivers seismic sections having improved
sequence boundary definition in general. As the central peak
of the wavelet coinicides with the timing of reflectivity spike it
aligns the signal in the background of noise. It is evident in
examples of  Figures 6 and 8. In other words some events have
emerged from obscurity of noise in fault zones and within
sequences. The subtle features like channels, mounds and
angular unconformities within sequence which manifest
themselves as discontinuous events, oblique events remain
obscured in the mist of noise in normal processing . In
deliberate search of geomorphic features an interpreter is
inclined to see base of channel , envelope of the mound and
terminations on/under unconfirmity to support his geological
model.A few channel cuts with its infills are seen in figures 5,
7, 10 and 12 within Bokabil formation.In these examples of
channel cuts their base is manifested conspicously alongwith
infills. While observing figures 6 a mound feature with its
clear form is seen within Bokabil formation. A few more examples
of mound features within Middle Bhuban sequence are
observed in Figures 7 and 10. An unconformity overlying a
mound feature is effort-lessly seen in the middle inset of figure
10. Besides these geomorphic features a number of structural
features have also turned up explcitly in Figures 8, 9 and 11in
wavelet processing.

Figure 6: Seismic line showing mound feature and improvement in
fault zone

Figure 7: Seismic line showing channel and mound features
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Figure 8: Seismic line showing seismic events in fault zone

Figure 9:  Seismic line showing faulted flank

Figure10: Seismic line showing the unconformity, channel and mound
features

Figure 11:  Seismic line showing reversal
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CONCLUSION

In the process of reprocessing as evidenced by
examples in different figures it is amply clear that wavelet
processing has paved the way for drawing near real shape of
geomorphic features in this area of interest.The salient points
of the special processing study are summed up as follows:

! The sequence boundaries have emerged with stronger
amplitudes.

! The conspicuous presence of geomorphic features is
proved beyond doubt in this area.

! The events are revealed in clearer terms at the cost of
adjacent noise.

! The resolution of events is enhanced in general.

! The fourth - order cumulant is a difficult statistical process
to estimate reliably in seismic data . Prevalence of data
noise, poor reflection statistics or a limited bandwidth
cause erroneous wavlet estimates.

! A large amount of data is required to obtain a stable
wavelet estimate at least 400 traces in post stack stage.
The design window be chosen 10-15 times the wavelet
length to stabilize moving average wavelet.

All above positive factors establish efficacy of
wavelet processing as an aid in revelation of obscured
geomorphic features.
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